
Sweetheart 571 

Chapter 571: the car is too slow, get the helicopter ready! 

 

“i’m fine, it’s just … wu!” 

before mu yichen could finish his sentence, he felt a gush of passion surging up once again. 

zhuo feng was shocked. ” president, how are you? ” i’ll go to the infirmary downstairs to get some gauze 

and bandage your wound.” 

he turned around and ran out of the door. 

for a big company like the mu family, they had a special infirmary that could treat minor illnesses like 

headaches and fevers. 

“come back here!” 

mu yichen spat out the words through the gaps between his teeth. 

” don’t go to the infirmary. get my phone and call young madam! ” 

“ah? but … but …” 
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zhuo feng was confused. 

president and young madam were very loving, but there was no need for him to not ask the doctor to 

treat his injuries. instead, he had to seek help from his wife. 

“cut the crap and hurry up!” 

mu yichen urged. 

he had no energy left, so he could only rely on zhuo feng. 

zhuo feng quickly found his phone and dialed the number. 

however, after a few calls, there was a busy tone and no one answered. 

in the beginning, mu yichen was still secretly angry. he was prepared to go home and teach a lesson to 

this stupid woman who dared not answer her husband’s call. 

however, as time passed, he felt more and more uneasy … 

” mr. president, i think i saw a new message from young madam when i turned it on just now, ” zhuo 

feng said. 

“why didn’t you say so earlier! what did she say?” 

zhuo feng opened the message interface and read, ” “young madam said … mu yichen, why can’t i get 

through to your phone? i just received a call from harmony hospital, saying that my mommy is receiving 



treatment in a hospital in A city. the heart transplant operation will be carried out tonight, and i need to 

go and sign the papers. i’m on my way to A city now. i’ll contact you again if there’s anything.” 

he had just finished reading when he heard a loud ” bang “. 

mu yichen fell from his office chair. 

zhuo feng was so shocked that he almost smashed his phone. 

“president, you … you …” 

“damn stupid woman! he simply didn’t have a brain! you didn’t even discuss it with me before you went 

to A city! get the car ready, i’m going to A city … no, the car is too slow. get the helicopter ready!” 

“ah? but, president, how are you going to get there like this?” 

even though he did not know the reason, he could tell that mu yichen’s entire body was weak. he could 

not even get up. 

mu yichen’s expression changed. ” damn it! ” 

…… 

at the entrance of the private hospital. 

luo chenxi was dressed in men’s clothing as she walked inside slowly. 

after much thought, she still felt that it was too risky to go in rashly, so she made a last-minute decision 

to buy a set of men’s clothes by the roadside. 

he planned to disguise his identity and go in to test the waters. 

when she entered, her palms were a little sweaty. 

after all this, there were less than ten minutes left before the best time for the operation that the nurse 

had told her. 

once it was confirmed that her mother was really here, she had to find a place to change back into 

women’s clothes. only then would she look the same as the image on her id card photo and be qualified 

to sign for ms. lu. 

the round trip would likely be delayed. 

even now, she was not sure if she had done the right thing. 

luo chenxi walked to the information desk at the door. 

the young nurse’s eyes lit up. ” sir, where do you feel uncomfortable? ” which department do you want 

to visit?” 

luo chenxi spoke in a deep voice, ” i’m not here to see a doctor. i’m here to see a patient who’s being 

hospitalized. her name is lu wenjun. ” 

the nurse was a little surprised. ” ah, you mean lu wenjun … ” 



Chapter 572: why hasn’t that woman appeared yet? 

 

” that’s right. may i know which ward lu wenjun is staying in? ” 

the nurse clearly remembered lu wenjun’s name! 

luo chenxi’s heartbeat accelerated at once. she felt slightly nervous. 

could it be that her mother was really in this hospital? was there any problem with the phone call he 

received today? 

luo chenxi thought for a moment before she added,”she’s in the hospital because of congenital heart 

disease. she’s 42 years old this year, female. i’ll have to trouble you to help me check.” 

the nurse had never seen such a handsome and outstanding man. 

moreover, the anxiety on his nearly perfect face instantly aroused her sympathy. 

“sir, don’t worry,” she quickly said.”i do remember seeing this patient’s information.” i’ll check it out for 

you.” 

luo chenxi nodded. ” thank you, then. ” 
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the nurse lowered her head. her fingers were dancing on the keyboard as she checked the data on the 

computer. 

the noisy hall seemed to have suddenly become quiet. 

even though it had only been a short minute, luo chenxi felt that the waiting time felt as long as a few 

hours. 

finally, the nurse stopped. 

she raised her head, her face full of confusion. 

“this … sir, are you sure that the lady you’re looking for is called lu wenjun? the lu as in land, the wen as 

in literature, and the jun as in king?” 

luo chenxi frowned. ” that’s right. what’s the problem? ” 

“i’ve searched the entire hospital’s database, but i couldn’t find any information about her,” the nurse 

said in surprise. 

“what did you just say?” luo chenxi’s heart sank. ” lu wenjun never came to your hospital? ” 

could it be that all of this was really luo chenxin’s conspiracy? 

luo chenxi’s heart was filled with doubts. 



suddenly, the nurse called out to him again, ” sir, don’t be in such a hurry to leave. ” i do remember a 

madam lu wenjun entering our hospital. i was on duty that day, so i remember her! also, i saw my 

colleague entering ms. lu’s information, but i don’t know why we couldn’t find it. ” 

” why don’t you try to recall if you have miswritten ms. lu’s name? ” 

luo chenxi shook her head. ” that’s impossible. i remember it very clearly! ” 

she had written her mother’s name hundreds of times. how could she have gotten it wrong? 

suddenly, she thought of something and asked, ” “you said you saw madam lu enter the hospital with 

your own eyes? what was the situation at that time? can i trouble you to explain in detail?” 

…… 

in the parking lot at the back of the hospital. 

reis was hiding in a dark corner, waiting quietly. 

his eyes were fixed on the road leading to the back door of the hospital, observing every passerby. 

there was a pile of cigarette butts by his feet. 

“what time is it now?” 

reese threw down the cigarette in his hand and stepped on it, his face filled with impatience. 

one of his men came over and whispered, ” “boss, it’s … it’s already past eight o ‘clock! why hasn’t that 

woman appeared yet? is she really not going to care about her mother?” 

“what biological mother? that’s her foster mother!” reis corrected. 

“then … will she feel that something is wrong and decide not to come? after all, she’s not my real 

mother …” 

reese frowned. ” what do you know? ‘i’ve done my research. luo chenxi is closer to that woman with the 

surname lu than her own biological mother. how can she possibly ignore her life? besides, when i called 

her just now, she was clearly in a hurry!” 

Chapter 573: he’s definitely gone to the nightclub to find a woman to vent his anger 

 

“but, it’s already so late, and she really hasn’t appeared?” boss, do you think … could it be that the 

woman felt that there was a trap and decided to go all out? she contacted young master mu and we 

were all fooled?” 

hearing this, reese’s expression turned grave. 

“impossible! luo chenxin is a scheming woman. how can she be so useless?” 

having said that, he still took out his phone and called luo chenxin. 



as soon as the call was connected, luo chenxin’s excited voice was heard from the other side. ” “how is 

it? how is it, reese? have you already dealt with that little b * tch?” 

“that’s great, that b * tch has finally disappeared! i’ve been waiting for this day! i hate to see her face 

that looks exactly like mine! there can only be one luo chenxin in this world!” 

reese’s voice was cold, and it cut off her hysterical laughter. 

“there’s a change in the situation. the time is up, but luo chenxi hasn’t appeared yet.” 

luo chenxin was stunned. ” what? didn’t appear? how is that possible?” 
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“why is it impossible? i’m now suspecting that she might have gotten in touch with young master mu, 

which is why she didn’t appear. did something happen on your side?” 

when luo chenxin heard this, she immediately recalled the scene where she was dragged by the security 

guards and thrown out of the mu group. 

thinking about how many people were pointing at her just now, she was extremely upset. 

reese urged her,’luo chenxin, what’s wrong with you? hurry up and explain!” 

luo chenxin came back to his senses and said unhappily, ” “there’s no problem here, how could there be 

a problem? ‘it’s impossible for mu yichen to know about today’s incident. quickly get rid of that 

woman!’ don’t give me any excuses!” 

after that, she hung up the phone. 

the main purpose of her visit to the mu group today was to delay mu yichen. 

although young master mu didn’t care about her and even threw her out of the mu group. 

however, at least he really did drink the aphrodisiac. 

after drinking that medicine, he would need to stay with a woman for at least a day and a night to 

recover. otherwise, he would feel more and more uncomfortable, and even hallucinate. 

even if mu yichen refused to touch her, he was no match for the drug. there was a hundred percent 

certainty that he had gone to the nightclub to look for a woman to vent his anger. 

even if luo chenxi really had a way to contact him, it was impossible for him to attend to her! 

reese put down his phone after getting luo chenxin’s promise. 

“no, my heart keeps beating. i keep feeling like something is going to happen. hurry up, let that nurse 

continue to make calls!” 

the subordinate immediately dragged a female nurse with disheveled clothes over. 

he pulled out the rag from her mouth and shoved the phone to her mouth. ” quick, call luo chenxi again. 

tell her that her mother is dead if the operation doesn’t start soon! ” 



seeing this, reese was still not at ease. ” i will personally go to the front door of the hospital to take a 

look. you guys continue to keep an eye on him! ” 

…… 

in the lobby on the first floor. 

…”it seemed to have happened nearly a month ago, but i can’t remember exactly when. when i was on 

duty at night, a fleet of cars suddenly drove over and sent a seriously ill patient over. as you’ve just 

described, she’s a woman in her forties with a serious congenital heart disease.” 

“it started acting up that day and his condition was very serious. when he was sent in, his face had 

already turned blue and he was in shock. a few experts from the cardiology department of our hospital 

came out to participate in the rescue.” 

Chapter 574: she won’t be able to last 48 hours in her current condition 

 

luo chenxi’s heart was in her throat when she heard the nurse’s words. 

“what happened after that?” did the resuscitation succeed?” 

in a moment of excitement, she grabbed the nurse’s wrist and leaned her entire body toward her. 

the nurse’s face turned red when she saw his handsome face. 

hearing her urging, he coughed and said, ” ” well … she was saved, but the patient’s condition wasn’t 

good. i think i heard the doctor mention that she wouldn’t be able to survive for 48 hours in her 

condition … ” 

“what? then … then, is lu wenjun already … already …” 

luo chenxi’s mind buzzed for a moment while her hands and feet turned cold. 

the nurse quickly shook her head. ” sir, don’t be so anxious! although i don’t know the exact situation of 

ms. lu, if ms. lu died in the hospital, there should be a record. now that all the records are gone, i don’t 

know what’s going on. perhaps madam lu was transferred to a big hospital in time.” 

“that’s right!” 
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the nurse suddenly remembered something. ” also, madam lu was sent to the hospital by someone. at 

that time, there were many people with her. they looked rich and powerful. there were bodyguards 

around her. there was also a row of luxury cars parked at the entrance … sir, you can think about it, are 

these people ms. lu’s friends? you can contact them and you’ll know about ms. lu’s situation.” 

“what? what’s going on?” 

rich and respectable? all bodyguards? and a whole row of luxury cars … 

what was the force behind luo chenxin? 



why was he able to put on such a stance? 

although the luo family was rich, they did not have the power to do so. 

luo chenxi’s mind was spinning rapidly. however, every piece of information she received from the 

young nurse was beyond her expectations. 

she couldn’t figure it out no matter what. 

the only thing he could confirm was that lu wenjun had really been to this hospital. 

but now, her medical record had been erased on purpose … 

then there was a 90% chance that she was no longer in this hospital! 

luo chenxi squinted her eyes. she was secretly glad that she had been more cautious and had come to 

inquire about the situation in advance. 

“thank you, nurse. i’ll ask my other friends about it. i’ll take my leave first.” 

she forced herself to calm down. 

he returned to his image of a polite young master and nodded at the kind nurse. he turned around, put 

on his sunglasses, and walked toward the door. 

this hospital was not safe. she had to leave immediately. 

however, just as she reached the door, she saw reese walking towards the hospital’s main entrance. 

luo chenxi’s pupils constricted abruptly. 

this matter … it was indeed luo chenxin’s doing! 

at the same time, reese saw her too. he stopped in his tracks and glanced at her several times. 

luo chenxi walked toward the door expressionlessly. although she knew that reese was looking at her, 

she did not show a trace of nervousness. 

she was wearing men’s clothes and sunglasses. 

it was unlikely that reese would associate her with luo chenxi. 

she couldn’t have a guilty conscience and reveal any flaws. 

luo chenxi’s judgment was correct. 

after taking a few looks at her, reese turned to the other patients entering and leaving the hospital, 

observing them one by one. 

luo chenxi heaved a sigh of relief in her heart. she continued to walk outside at a steady pace. 

however, when she was only a few steps away from the hospital gate, the phone in her pocket suddenly 

rang. 

Chapter 575: hurry up! 



 

in the spacious hall, the bell was quite harsh. 

reese’s gaze that had already shifted away returned to luo chenxi once again. 

luo chenxi shuddered as well. 

she realized that the call was most likely from the mysterious nurse, who was urging her to go to the 

parking lot at the back door. 

naturally, she would not fall for this trick again. 

luo chenxi was in a hurry to leave. she did not bother about her cell phone but continued to walk toward 

the door in quick strides. 

he wanted to leave this place first. 

but who knew that reese would suddenly walk over and block her path. 

“sir, your phone is ringing. why aren’t you picking up?” he asked. 
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luo chenxi stopped in her tracks. the corners of her lips were curled into a faint smile. ” oh, thank you for 

the reminder! it’s probably another commercial!” 

as she spoke, she took out her phone, glanced at it, and chose to reject the call as if nothing had 

happened. 

then, he nodded at reese and continued to walk towards the door. 

however, she had only taken a step forward when her phone rang again! 

luo chenxi was about to curse when she noticed reese’s probing gaze! 

why are you calling so desperately? 

however, it really seemed like it was a death wish … 

a few drops of cold sweat seeped out of luo chenxi’s back, but she still appeared calm on the surface. 

she was frowning ever so slightly and mumbled, ” this is so annoying. i’ve got so many sales calls! ” 

with that, she turned off her phone and put it back in her pocket. 

this time, the phone finally stopped ringing. 

luo chenxi continued to walk forward. at last, she walked out of the hospital’s main entrance 

successfully. 

behind her, reis’s brows were tightly furrowed. 

he didn’t know why, but he felt that the overly handsome pretty boy just now looked a little familiar … 

as if he had seen him somewhere before. 



at this moment, a subordinate ran in hurriedly. 

when he saw reese, he immediately leaned over and whispered into his ear, ” ” boss, the young nurse 

called luo chenxi a few times just now, but she rejected all of them. moreover, i think she turned off her 

phone in the end! ” 

when reese heard this, he had an idea. 

suddenly, he recalled the handsome young man’s actions of rejecting and turning off his phone several 

times just now. 

his heart skipped a beat. ‘that boy … he must be luo chenxi’s man!’ i remember now, i think i’ve seen 

him by young master mu’s side! hurry up! everyone, follow me and capture him!” 

“what?” 

before his men could react, reese had already taken the lead and rushed out of the hospital entrance. 

luo chenxi quickened her pace immediately after she left the hospital. she ran wildly for a distance. 

she stopped at an intersection in front of her and tried to hail a taxi. 

however, this private hospital was located in a remote area, and the fees were expensive. the patients 

who came to this hospital were at least a little rich, and they would drive over by themselves. 

in addition, the sky was already dark, so there were even fewer cars passing by. 

luo chenxi stood there for dozens of seconds and did not see any cars. she was about to continue 

running. 

suddenly, he heard faint curses coming from behind him. 

“stop! that pretty boy in front, stop right there!” 

” i know you’re luo chenxi’s lover. stop running and stand still! ” 

“i’m warning you, we have guns in our hands. if you take one more step forward, i’ll shoot!” 

luo chenxi shuddered and immediately broke into a run! 

her running speed was definitely the fastest among the girls. when she was in school, she was always 

the champion of the running event at the school sports day. 

however, compared to the trained special forces soldiers behind him, he was still far behind. 

he was about to be caught … 

Chapter 576: damn it, i was almost fooled by him again! 

 

luo chenxi shifted her gaze and suddenly saw a shopping mall at the corner in front of her. 

furthermore, it was still in business. 



she rushed over without thinking. 

before entering, he stopped and tidied his clothes. then, he pretended to be an ordinary customer and 

walked in. 

luo chenxi was dressed as a gentleman with a graceful bearing. naturally, no one stopped her. 

however, it was obvious that reese and the others were not kind people. they chased him to the 

entrance and were immediately stopped by the security guards. 

“what are you guys doing? didn’t you see the notice on the wall? disheveled people were not allowed to 

enter! why? he was even holding a knife in his hand? are you here to rob me? i haven’t seen such a 

funny scene in a long time! i’m telling you, our supermarket has a public security alarm system that’s 

connected to the national network …” 

the head of security suddenly stopped in the middle of his sentence. 

a gun appeared in front of him. 
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the muzzle was still smoking. 

it seemed to have just been used. 

the security guard’s legs immediately went soft. 

“get out of my way!” reis sneered coldly. 

the security guard didn’t dare to stop them anymore and could only watch them rush into the mall. 

reese and the others pushed away the customers with fierce expressions and ran in hurriedly. 

however, at this time, although there were not many customers in the shopping mall, there were many 

shelves. 

these were all places that luo chenxi could hide in. 

reese led a few of his subordinates and made a big round in the shopping mall. not only did he fail to 

find luo chenxi, but he was also a little lost. 

a few of his men even got into a fight with the aunties who were buying vegetables in the cold and fresh 

area. 

this time, it could be considered as poking the hornet’s nest. 

the aunties ‘fighting power was very strong, and they scolded them one by one until they were 

drenched in dog blood. 

“little brat, do you not have eyes? i’m standing here perfectly fine, what are you doing here? apologize 

immediately!” 

“that’s right, leaving after hitting someone, how can you be so rude? don’t think that you can pretend to 

be a foreigner just because you have yellow hair!” 



“the eggs i just picked were all broken by you. pay up, pay up!” 

a group of aunties surrounded the mercenaries, shouting and cursing loudly. they even threw rotten 

eggs and vegetable leaves at them. 

his subordinates ‘faces turned green. 

why was this group of aunties even tougher than the mercenaries? 

he definitely wouldn’t be able to win. 

if they were in a place with no one around, they could have pulled out their guns and shot the person. 

but now, that pretty boy had not been caught yet. if they made a scene and attracted the police, then all 

their efforts would have been in vain! 

seeing these good-for-nothing guys being smashed in the face by the auntie, reese stomped his feet in 

anger. 

“trash, you bunch of trash! what’s the use of having you? quickly get rid of those old women and go find 

her!” 

“if you guys continue to dawdle like this, that pretty boy might have already made his way back to the 

entrance and run out!” 

the moment these words left his mouth, reese was stunned. 

he suddenly realized that he had overlooked the most crucial issue. 

the handsome young man’s ultimate goal was to escape from the shopping mall. he would definitely not 

hide behind the shelves and wait for them to find him. 

while they were playing hide-and-seek, he might have already run away! 

“damn it, i was almost fooled by him again! everyone, go to the entrance and block them! he’ll definitely 

go out in the end, so we’ll just block the door!” 

reese’s guess was not wrong this time. 

luo chenxi had no intention of staying in the shopping mall for long. 

after entering, he hid behind a shelf at the door. 

Chapter 577: i’ll throw you out of the helicopter if you dare to talk nonsense again! 

 

this was the most dangerous place. if reese and the others wanted to look for her, they would be able to 

find her the moment they entered. 

however, they were certain that luo chenxi would try her best to escape into the forest. 

therefore, he didn’t pay attention to the few shelves closest to the door. after a simple glance, he 

rushed in. 



luo chenxi saw them entering the shopping mall. she ran all the way inside before she came out from 

behind the shelves. 

he returned to the entrance and was ready to leave. 

however, when he reached the door, he was stopped by a staff member. ” sir, this is the entrance, not 

the exit. you can only enter and not exit. ” if you want to leave, please keep walking forward. there’s an 

exit at the end.” 

most of the big stores had such a design. 

this was to ensure that customers could only follow the route they designed and go through most of the 

shelves before they could go out. this would increase their spending. 

luo chenxi frowned ever so slightly. ” please make way. i have an urgent matter to attend to. i must 

leave immediately! ” 
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the staff member insisted, ” no, these are the rules. furthermore, we’ve installed railings here. you can’t 

get out either. ” 

luo chenxi still wanted to say something. 

suddenly, there was the sound of urgent footsteps behind him. 

she knew that she couldn’t delay any longer, so she quickly said, ” “i’m sorry!” 

before the staff member could react, she was pushed to the side and fell to the ground. 

on the other hand, luo chenxi went around him. she pressed on the railing and did a swift somersault 

before she jumped over the railing. 

seeing that he could not catch up to her, reese’s eyes turned red with anger. 

he held the gun and aimed it at her back. 

“bang!” 

…… 

in the pitch-black night sky. 

a helicopter flew over A city. 

because the altitude was too low, the loud noise made by the propeller caused the citizens below to 

look up. 

inside the helicopter, mu yiling’s face was ghastly pale as he knelt beside his elder brother. 

“b-b-b-b-big brother! don’t scare me, okay? how are you going to look for sister-in-law in your current 

condition? i’m afraid you’ll hang up before sister-in-law is found! our mu family has so many security 

guards, there’s no need for you to personally take action, right? you’d better listen to me and quickly go 

find a woman to solve it …” 



upon hearing this, the man who was half-lying on the chair suddenly opened his eyes. 

his cold and sharp gaze swept across mu yiling’s face, and he could not help but shiver. 

mu yichen pursed his thin lips.’shut up! if … if you dare to talk nonsense again, i’ll throw you off the 

helicopter!” 

“brother, you … what did you just say? i … i’m your blood brother! i’ll die if you throw me down!” mu 

yiling was so frightened that his face turned pale. 

mu yichen could not be bothered with this fool. he said directly,”we’re almost there, give me another 

shot.” 

mu yiling forgot his fear when he heard this. 

he clutched the needle in his hand tightly and had an unyielding expression on his face. even if you really 

throw me down from here, i won’t give you an injection again! although this tranquilizer can relieve the 

aphrodisiac in your body, it can’t cure the root of the problem. it will still take effect in an hour!” 

” also, there are very strong side effects. if you use it too much, it will really endanger your life. you must 

not use it again! ” 

” mu yiling … ” mu yichen’s voice was even colder. ” i think you’re really not afraid of death, are you? ” 

mu yiling shuddered. ” no… no, big brother! he really wasn’t! how about this, if you’re afraid of letting 

sister-in-law down by finding a woman, how about i help you find a man?” 

Chapter 578: take off your pants and lie down 

 

this time, mu yichen did not scold him immediately. 

she only frowned slightly and looked at him without saying anything. 

when mu yiling saw this, he felt that there was a chance. he quickly said, ” big brother, just wait for five 

minutes. i’ll contact the best nightclub in A city for you and get them to pick the best male host for you. 

the kind that looks like sister-in-law … ” 

“why are you still picking a male host?” 

mu yichen pursed his lips coldly. ” i think you’re not bad. take off your pants and lie down. ” 

” big brother, i knew you … f * ck f * ck f * ck f * ck! ” 

mu yiling only realized what he had just heard when he was halfway through his sentence. he was so 

shocked that he almost jumped off the helicopter! 

“big, big, big, big, big, you … don’t you dare have any ideas about me! i don’t like men! besides, we’re 

blood brothers, blood brothers! i’m not interested in Germany orthopedic surgery …” 

he immediately hid far away, sticking to the side of the plane, shivering. 
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the corners of mu yichen’s lips twitched. he shifted his gaze to zhuo feng who was on the other side. 

“zhuofeng, come and give me the injection.” 

“ah? me? ” but … but … ” zhuo feng’s forehead was covered in cold sweat. 

he wasn’t the second young master. if he injected a tranquilizer into young master mu and something 

really happened, he wouldn’t be able to get past the two elders of the mu family. his end would be 

extremely miserable! 

however, he did not dare to disobey his master’s orders … 

“didn’t you hear what i said? or … are you planning to jump down from here?” 

“no, no, no!” zhuo feng shook his head. 

he could only brace himself and took out a new needle from the first aid kit on the ground. he then 

walked toward mu yichen. 

“zhuo feng, stop right there!” mu yiling shouted. if you dare to give my brother an injection, i’ll definitely 

go back and tell mom! you’re finished!” 

zhuo feng shuddered in fear. 

just as he was caught in a dilemma, a beeping sound suddenly came from the cabin. 

zhuo feng’s eyes lit up. 

“president, that’s great! they must have found the tracker on young madam. we’re less than three 

kilometers away from her!” 

a look of pleasant surprise flashed past mu yichen’s eyes. ” quick, lower your altitude and increase the 

frequency of the search! ” 

he was worried about the little woman’s safety when he helped luo chenxi change her mobile phone 

previously. he had implanted a tracking chip into her new mobile phone on purpose. 

he didn’t expect it to be of use so quickly. 

he supported his body with his hands, forced himself up, and moved to the side of the plane’s cabin 

door. 

in order to make it easier to find someone, the cabin door was already half open. 

mu yiling’s face turned pale when he saw that. he quickly went over to help him up. ” big brother, please 

be kind. it’s already like this. can you stop moving? ” sister-in-law is less than three kilometers away. i’ll 

definitely be able to save her. leave it to me. ” 

however, mu yichen acted as if he did not hear her. he was still moving toward the door determinedly. 

“below us … is this a big market?” 

mu yichen furrowed his brows when he had a clear look at the terrain below. he was slightly surprised. 



he thought that luo chenxi would be near the hospital … 

all of a sudden, his pupils contracted as he fixed his gaze on a figure rushing out of the shopping mall! 

that agile figure while running … it was his little woman! 

“hurry up! everyone, get ready. we’re going down to get young lady!” 

the plane quickly descended and approached the ground. 

however, at that moment, a gunshot was heard from the direction of the mall! 

Chapter 579: brother, you … could it be that you’ve really fallen for men? 

 

a “bang” sound was heard! 

the sound was not loud. 

however, it sounded like a clap of thunder to mu yichen’s ears! 

his heart tightened in an instant, and the feeling of fear spread from his heart to his whole body. 

mu yichen’s mind went blank as he watched the little woman rolling on the ground all of a sudden. 

he didn’t hesitate at all and immediately jumped out of the plane’s hatch. 

“big brother!” 

mu yiling was startled. he subconsciously reached out to grab him, but he grabbed nothing. 

he was so scared that his face turned pale, and he quickly looked outside. 
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fortunately, the helicopter was ready to let people down to save them, and the rope ladder for rescue 

was half lowered. 

mu yichen slid down the rope ladder rapidly. the lines of his bulging muscles could be seen through his 

shirt due to the excessive force he used. 

within a few seconds, he landed on the ground. 

he dashed toward luo chenxi who was lying on the ground. 

“stupid woman! stupid woman! how are you? where did you get shot? wake up!” 

he reached out to help the woman up, but he stopped just as he was about to touch her body. 

his fingers stopped above her shoulder, but he didn’t dare to touch it, afraid that it would add to her 

injury. 

just as he was feeling extremely frightened, the little woman on the ground suddenly opened her eyes. 

her slightly pale face was filled with shock. ” m-mu yichen! you … how did you get here so quickly?” 



mu yichen was nervous and worried at the same time. his voice trembled. ” stupid … stupid woman … 

tell me, where are you hurt?! ” 

“injured?” 

luo chenxi blinked her large eyes and said, ” “i’m not injured.” 

“no injuries? how was that possible? i clearly heard gunshots just now!” 

luo chenxi quickly said,’i really didn’t! i turned around and saw that the killer was about to shoot, so i 

rolled on the ground. i was lucky and avoided the bullet, so … i’m fine.” 

“is it true? you’re not lying to me?” 

the little woman nodded with a serious expression. 

mu yichen finally heaved a sigh of relief. 

he grabbed luo chenxi’s shoulder and pulled her up from the ground. then, he wrapped his arms tightly 

around her slender waist and pulled her into his embrace. 

luo chenxi leaned against his strong and muscular chest. she was filled with a sense of security in the 

beginning. 

however, she soon realized that mu yichen’s arm was tightening as if he was trying to break her waist. 

she only felt that her ribs were about to break, and she reached out to push the man in front of her. 

“m-mu yichen, let me go … i … i can’t breathe …” 

before she could finish her sentence, mu yichen had already pinched her chin and sealed her lips that 

kept opening and closing. 

the man’s hot breath instantly drowned her. 

the kiss was very rough and urgent. luo chenxi felt that her lips were about to be torn from the biting. 

however, the pain from the corner of her lips calmed her down. 

it was as if they had finally found a safe harbor. 

“i’ll go! brother, you … could it be that you’ve really fallen for men? no… no way!” 

behind the two of them, mu yiling, who had just climbed down from the rope ladder, screamed in 

horror. 

he could not believe what he had just seen! 

his wise and upright big brother actually … he actually! suddenly! she was hugging a man tightly! 

and they were kissing so passionately! 

Chapter 580: he couldn’t let his big brother commit such a beastly crime 

 



this world was simply a fantasy! 

“i must have opened it the wrong way!” 

for a moment, mu yiling thought that he had fainted on the plane. that was why he was hallucinating. 

he closed his eyes and opened them again … 

his big brother was still kissing that handsome young man. 

the only difference was that his big brother’s hand was still obediently wrapped around the young man’s 

waist earlier, but now, his big hand was directly down, covering the young man’s butt. 

i can’t even look! 

where did luo chenxin get the aphrodisiac from? it was so overbearing and powerful! 

his big brother really couldn’t distinguish between men and women now! 
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if he had known earlier, he would have ignored his brother’s objection and gone to a nightclub to find a 

male host for him. 

at least it was better than big brother directly catching a good man on the street and forcefully kissing 

him, right? 

mu yiling stood rooted to the ground. for a moment, he did not know how to react. 

at that moment, zhuo feng jumped down from the helicopter and ran over. he saw that mu yiling was in 

a daze. 

he looked puzzled. ” second young master, what are you doing here? ” we have to go and find young 

lady quickly. we can’t waste any more time!” 

mu yiling shuddered and came to his senses. he remembered the purpose of their visit. 

“oh no! big brother had actually forgotten about sister-in-law! i have to go and remind him!” 

zhuo feng took a few steps closer at that moment. he had a clear look at the person in mu yichen’s arms. 

his expression changed at once. 

” second young master, you … wait a moment!! ” 

unfortunately, he was too late. 

mu yiling had long legs too. he ran to mu yichen’s side in just a few steps. he grabbed his brother’s 

shoulder and pulled him back. 

“brother! calm down! this isn’t my sister-in-law, nor is he a male host. he’s a good-looking man from the 

side of the road. you … you can’t do such a crazy thing! have you forgotten about sister-in-law? sister-in-

law has not been found yet! she’s nearby, what if she sees you like this?” 

” brother, calm down. let’s go and save sister-in-law first! ” 



he pulled hard twice, but it didn’t move. 

however, mu yiling was determined not to let his elder brother commit such a beastly crime. even 

though he could not move, he persevered and pulled him back. 

“special assistant zhuo, come and help me!” he turned to zhuo feng. 

zhuo feng was so dumbfounded by the second young master that he almost cried. 

come to think of it, although second young master had heard of young lady dressing up as a man, he had 

never seen her in a man’s outfit … 

he quickly ran over. ” second young master, let go of me first … ” 

before he could finish his sentence, mu yichen could not help but raise his leg and kick the idiot aside. 

he was extremely excited when he finally confirmed that his little woman was fine. 

coupled with the effect of the aphrodisiac in his body, he didn’t want to let go of the woman in his arms. 

he only wanted to sink deep into her sweet scent. 

and the little woman was rarely so cooperative … 

in the end, it was all messed up by this idiot who flew from the sky! 

mu yiling fell on the grass, but he was not hurt. he quickly turned over, but he did not get up in time. he 

hugged his brother’s thigh. 

“big brother, you’re a public figure, you have to be careful of your image! quickly let go of the little 

brother, sister-in-law is still waiting for you to save her!” 

mu yichen was so angry that he was about to have a heart attack. ” let go of me! ” 

” i won’t let go, big brother. when you wake up tomorrow, you’ll thank me!! ” the second young master 

was firm and decisive. 

 


